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Extinction transition in bacterial colonies under forced convection
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1Department of Physics, Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts 01610
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We report the spatiotemporal response ofBacillus subtilis growing on a nutrient-rich layer of agar to
ultraviolet~UV! radiation. Below a crossover temperature, the bacteria are confined to regions that are shielded
from UV radiation. A forced convection of the population is effected by rotating a UV radiation shield relative
to the Petri dish. The extinction speed at which the bacterial colony lags behind the shield is found to be
qualitatively similar to the front velocity of the colony growing in the absence of a hostile environment as
predicted by the model of Dahmen, Nelson, and Shnerb. A quantitative comparison is not possible without
considering the slow dynamics and time-dependent interaction of the population with the hostile environment.

PACS number~s!: 87.50.Gi, 05.70.Ln, 87.10.1e
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Bacterial colonies growing on a nutrient-rich substra
have served as model systems for studying pattern forma
and population dynamics in biological systems. Studies w
strains ofBacillus subtilisandEscherichia colihave reported
a wide variety of complex patterns depending on nutri
conditions @1–4#. The patterns have been modeled us
reaction-diffusion equations@5–7#. These experimental an
theoretical studies have considered an essentially unif
environment where the changes are due only to the deple
of nutrients with time. However, living organisms often a
forced to migrate due to changes in the environment.

The modeling of population dynamics of bacterial co
nies due to changes in the environment has been stu
recently by Nelson, Shnerb, and Dahmen@8,9#. Their theo-
retical model incorporates the effect of a forced convect
on the growth of a bacterial colony by considering t
convective-diffusion equation given by

]c~x,t !

]t
5D¹2c~x,t !2v•“c~x,t !1U~x!c~x,t !2bc2~x,t !,

~1!

wherec(x,t) is the bacteria number density,D is the diffu-
sion constant of the bacteria,U(x) is the spatially varying
growth potential,v is an externally imposed convection v
locity, andb is a parameter that limits the population numb
density to a maximum saturation value. Ifv50 andU(x) is
constant, Eq.~1! corresponds to the Fisher wave equati
@10# which has a solution with a limiting constant value
the front speedvF . Wakitaet al. @11# have studied a colony
of Bacillus subtilisin a high nutrient and low agar medium
growing in such a Fisher mode.

The two new features of the forced convection mo
given by Eq.~1! are the introduction of a growth potentia
U(x), corresponding to exposing photosensitive bacteria
light source, for example, and the convection of the bact
due to the motionv of the light source. By considering
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colony confined to a rectangular region, the resulting stea
state number density of the bacteria@the time-independen
solution of Eq.~1!# was obtained in Ref.@9# as a function of
v. They concluded that the total number of bacteria in
rectangular region decreases linearly to zero asv approches
vF from below. The steady-state spatial density distribut
was obtained by solving for the time-independent solutio
of Eq. ~1! numerically. Because the linearized version of E
~1! allows a mapping to non-Hermitian quantum mechani
additional predictions of the properties of bacterial colon
in terms of localization-delocalization transitions in quantu
systems can be made@8#.

We report an experimental study of aBacillus subtilis
colony forced to migrate by environmental changes due t
moving ultraviolet~UV! source. UV radiation is shined on
Petri dish containing nutrient-rich agar except in a rectan
lar region which is shielded. Although UV radiation is su
posed to kill these bacteria@12#, we find more subtle behav
iors. For example, the colony is confined to the shield
region only when the temperature is below a ‘‘crossove
value of approximately 22 °C. When the UV radiation
turned off, the front of the colony, which was near th
boundary between the hostile and favorable regions, initia
grows slowly, but recovers the Fisher front speedvF in about
25 h. This slow recovery near the boundary suggests
presence of signaling between the bacteria, a feature whic
absent in Eq.~1!.

To study the effect of a changing environment, we rot
the rectangular shield with a constant angular velocity re
tive to the Petri dish. The bacteria are inoculated along a
inside the rectangular shield region. The rotation results
the colony being forced to convect with velocities that i
crease linearly from zero at the axis of rotation to a ma
mum value at the edge of the plate. We find that the bact
colony cannot keep up with the shielded region if the shi
moves with velocities much greater thanvF , thus showing
an extinction transition in qualitative agreement with the th
oretical model@9#. The spatial number densityn(x,v) of the
bacteria as a function of the speedv was measured and
found to be time dependent, even after 3 days of forc
convection. These experimental results illustrate the
ic
1059 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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1060 PRE 62NEICU, PRADHAN, LAROCHELLE, AND KUDROLLI
evance of Eq.~1! and also indicate that the time-depende
response is of experimental relevance because of the
time scales of biological systems.

We now describe our experimental procedure and ob
vations in more detail. The wild-type strain ofBacillus sub-
tilis was obtained from Presque Isle Cultures and fre
dried at270 °C. All experiments were performed from th
initial sample by incubating a portion of the sample for 8 h at
30 °C in nutrient-rich broth. A drop of this broth representi
a total of at least 107 bacteria is used to inoculate th
nutrient-rich agar. The experiments were performed in
cm-diam Plexiglas Petri dishes containing a thin layer
nutrient agar~7 g/l of bacto-peptone and 3 g/l agar.! These
conditions are similar to that used in previous observati
of the Fisher wave mode@11#. When inoculated as a singl
point source~diameter;3 mm!, the growth of the colony
was observed to have a uniform disk shape with a front
locity that increases slowly for the first 8 h and eventually
reaches a constant front speedvF consistent with previous
work @11#. Experiments were performed over a range of te
perature (21– 40 °C) and it was found thatvF is an increas-
ing function of temperature within this range withvF51.7
mm/s at 40 °C andvF50.19mm/s at 21 °C.

Next we describe our experiments in which we shine U
radiation on the Petri dish using two 8-W long-waveleng
UV lamps placed 5 cm above the dish. An aluminum shee
used to shield a rectangular region of the Petri dish from
radiation~see Fig. 1!. The density of the bacteria is obtaine

FIG. 1. ~a! An image of aBacillus subtiliscolony growing on
nutrient-rich agar att523.15 h after point inoculation. The regio
inside the dashed line is shielded from UV radiation.~b! At a later
time (t565.45 h!, the circular front is distorted due to the confin
ment of the bacteria to the shielded region.~c! The width of the
bacterial colony along the shield~x! and perpendicular to the shiel
(y). The time dependence of the diameterd of a colony growing in
a Petri dish which is completely shielded from UV radiation is a
shown. The horizontal dotted line corresponds to the boundar
the shielded region, and the vertical dotted line corresponds to
time when UV radiation is switched off. The temperature in
cases was 2160.5 °C.
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by imaging the light scattered by the bacteria with a cha
coupled device~CCD! camera. Calibration experiment
show that the light intensity is proportional to the bacte
density. The colony at timet523.15 h after a point inocula
tion at the center of the Petri dish is shown in Fig. 1~a! for
21 °C. The shielded region is within the dashed lines and
a widthw55 cm. We observe that the front of the colony
circular and its diameter is smaller thanw. As the colony
grows farther outward, the edge of the shielded region
reached, and the shape of the colony is no longer circula
shown in Fig. 1~b!. The width of the colony along the axe
parallel ~x! and perpendicular~y! to the shield is plotted in
Fig. 1~c!. The error bars correspond to the range of fluctu
tions due to slightly different initial conditions in differen
runs. The diameterd of the bacterial colony growing at th
same temperature in a Petri dish which is complet
shielded from UV radiation is also shown. We observe t
the colony under the shield grows with a speed compara
to vF at that temperature. As the colony approaches the e
of the shield, the front speed slows down because the ba
ria are confined.

To further demonstrate that the confinement effect is d
to the presence of UV radiation, the UV radiation was turn
off after 72 h. We observe no change in the velocity of t
front along thex direction as expected, because the bacte
are deep inside the shield. However, we would expect to
a change in the rate of growth along they direction because
the radiation has been removed. We observe that the f
velocity recovers tovF , but only after 25 h. This behavior i
not modeled by Eq.~1!, but is important in our discussion o
the convection experiments as discussed below.

We performed experiments at higher temperatures
observed that for temperatures greater than approxima
22 °C, the bacteria are able to grow into irradiated regio
but with a front speed that decreases with time.~At 26 °C,
the speed was reduced by 41% after 12 h.! Hence, in the
presence of radiation we can vary the growth rate by cha
ing the temperature and obtain a transition from a localiz
colony to one which is delocalized. A detailed study of th
phenomena would be an interesting avenue for further
search. In this paper we will consider a simple case in wh
the bacteria are confined at a temperature of 2261 °C to
investigate the extinction transition in the presence of c
vection.

The convection experiments were performed by inocu
ing the bacteria along a diameter of the Petri dish. The P
dish is then kept under a radiation shield of widthw54.3 cm
and placed on a rotating platform, similar to the experime
described earlier. As the platform rotates, the region shiel
from the UV radiation advances at a speed which increa
linearly from the axis of rotation outward. The colony wa
initially allowed to grow for 14 h before the platform wa
rotated. During this time the bacteria covered the shield
region. The timet50 corresponds to the time at which th
platform was rotated. The results of the colony growth un
these conditions are shown in Fig. 2. The position of
shielded region and the axis of rotation are indicated. T
bacterial population is clearly seen to migrate and follow
shielded region at low velocities near the axis of rotation a
lag behind at higher velocities.
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These observations are consistent with the theory of R
@9# where a phase diagram for the growth and the extinc
of a colony as a function of the growth potentialU and the
convection speedv was obtained using Eq.~1!. In particular,
it was predicted that the bacteria will be localized at t
favorable region. Furthermore, the total bacterial populat
in favorable regions decreases linearly to zero as a func
of v as v approachesvF from below. ~In this theory the
critical extinction speedvc is the same asvF .) To make
quantitative comparisons, we have extracted the position
the fronts corresponding to the three images shown in Fig
These positions are plotted in Fig. 3~a!; the origin corre-
sponds to the axis of rotation and the initial line of inocu
tion is along the horizontal axis. The dashed arc in Fig. 3~a!
corresponds to the distance where the velocity of the sh
is the same asvF . We observe that very far from the axis o
rotation, the front does not change during the timet546.56 h
to t573.73 h, indicating that bacteria which could not co

FIG. 2. Images of the bacterial colony when the shielded reg
is rotated at a constant angular velocityv56.6931026 s21. ~a! t
524 h,~b! t546.56 h, and~c! t573.73 h. The imposed convectio
velocity increases linearly from the axis of rotation. The bacte
follow the shielded region at low values ofv, but lag behind far
from the axis of rotation corresponding to higher velocities of
shield.

FIG. 3. ~a! The colony fronts extracted from the images sho
in Fig. 2. The axis of rotation is at~0,0! and the initial line of
inoculation is along the horizontal axis. The distance where
speed of the shield corresponds to the Fisher wave velocity of
bacteria around 22 ° is shown by the dashed circle.~b! The speed of
the bacteria frontvb is observed to increase to 0.23mm/s and then
decrease. This maximum speed corresponds tovF50.26 mm/s
around 22 °C.
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with the speed of the shield were left behind in the hos
irradiated region and did not grow.

Dividing the displacement of the bacteria front by th
time difference between images, we extracted the appr
mate velocity of the front as a function of the radial distan
r. Such an analysis ignores the diffusion of the bacteria al
the radial direction. The data for the average velocity of
front, vb(r ), are plotted in Fig. 3~b!. The velocity of the
shieldv(r ) also is plotted to provide a reference for the fro
velocities. The bacteria are confined to the shielded reg
andvb(r ) is observed to increase withr, but is always less
thanv(r ), the corresponding speed of the shield. The rea
for this lag might be due to the slow recovery of the bacte
after the UV-irradiated region moves ahead as discussed
lier in reference to Fig. 1~c!. We also observe thatvb(r )
increases linearly up to a velocity of 0.2mm/s which corre-
sponds tor;45 mm. For greaterr, vb(r ) decreases and th
bacteria increasingly lag behind the shield and stop grow
for r .80 mm. The maximum value ofvb corresponds to the
value ofvF of the bacteria colony at 22 °C in the absence
convection and UV radiation.

To explain the velocity data forr .50 mm, we note the
following. In the interval of time corresponding to the im
ages shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, the point where the bac
teria completely lag behind the shield decreases fromr 575
mm to r 559 mm. During this time, the bacteria are expos
to UV radiation for at least part of this time interval whic
increases for largerr. Hence, because the bacteria grow f
only a portion of the total time, the mean front speedvb(r )
decreases. The front speed is zero when the bacteria ar
ways in the UV radiation corresponding tor .80 mm in Fig.
3~b!.

We also note that because of the slow rate of growth
the colony, the relative slow speed of the shieldv, and the
finite width of the shieldw, a long transient time of the orde
of w/(v2vc) is required for the shield to leave the colon
which is growing with a speedv less than the critical extinc
tion speedvc . This transient time diverges asv approaches
vc . Hence, for an experiment which is conducted ove
finite duration, the value ofr where the bacteria completel
lag behind the shield is larger than the value correspond
to the critical extinction speedvc . However,vc can be indi-
rectly calculated from the above relation for the transie

n

a

e
e

FIG. 4. The number densityn(x,v) of bacteria at various speed
v at t573.73 h normalized by the maximum number densitynmax.
The horizontal axis is normalized with the widthw of the shielded
region and corresponds to 0.5 to20.5. The density of the popula
tion is observed to decay to zero for higher velocities but the d
tribution is time dependent.
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1062 PRE 62NEICU, PRADHAN, LAROCHELLE, AND KUDROLLI
time. We obtain the estimatevc;0.23mm/s which is similar
to the value ofvF;0.26 at 22 °C. This estimate was o
tained from the image in Fig. 3 usingv50.4 mm/s at r
559 mm where the bacteria have completely lagged beh
the shield at timet573.73 h of rotation. Therefore, we find
critical extinction speed consistent with the Fisher wave
locity as predicted in Ref.@9#.

A more direct comparison of our experimental results
theory can perhaps be made by considering the ti
dependent response of the model considered in Eq.~1!. Ad-
ditional considerations such as the time-dependent resp
of the front speed of the bacteria may have to be incor
rated. To encourage future comparisons of experimental
with time-dependent models, we plot the number den
n(x,v) of the bacteria colony at different distances from t
shield in Fig. 4 corresponding to different convection velo
ties v. The shielded region normalized by the widthw cor-
responds to20.5– 0.5. These data correspond to the ima
shown in Fig. 2~c!. These density distributions are still tim
dependent except atv50.41 mm/s, which corresponds to
distances where the bacteria are immobile because they
been in the UV-irradiated regions for a long time. We o
serve that the front of the colony in the direction of t
convection velocity always lags behind the edge of the st
This characteristic of the bacteria distribution is similar
d
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ve
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that predicted in Ref.@9#, but a direct comparison is no
possible because the distribution is still time dependent a
t573 h of rotation. From Fig. 4 we further observe that t
total bacterial population given by the area under the cu
decreases for increasing velocity. We have found it impr
tical to conduct the experiments for a longer time, which i
significant limitation in making a more direct compariso
with time-independent predictions.

The fact that the extinction transition occurs nearvF is an
interesting result for real biological systems because of
relatively simple model considered in Refs.@8,9#. Our ex-
periments are an important first step in investigating the u
fulness of convection-diffusion models in studying conve
tion in biological systems. The question remains whether
observed evolution of the front can be captured by the ti
dependence in Eq.~1! with the same initial conditions o
whether additional terms which include the time-depend
interactions between the bacteria and the hostile environm
are necessary.

We thank Karin Dahmen, Nadav Shnerb, and David N
son for many useful discussions. We thank Jeremy Newbu
Rinn for help in acquiring data, and Anna Delprato a
Nancy King for helping us with technical aspects of cultu
ing Bacillus subtilis.
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